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Information Technology Services
Steve Fleagle
CIO

Administrative Information Systems
Ed Hill-Executive IT Director

Data, Analytics, and Insights
Ed Hill
- Matt Anson
- Xiaodong Chu
- Dawn Moore
- Braden Smith
- Brenda Ultn
- Ke Yu

Infrastructure
Jordan O'Konek
- Data (Oracle)
  - Eric Hudson
  - Jeff Barnes
  - David Schau
- DevOps
  - Michael Alberhasky
- Identity & Access Management
  - Emily Domingues
    - David Bress
    - John Kazmerzak
    - Joey Kirkpatrick
    - Dan Kitzmann
    - Thomas Wilford
    - Daniel Worrell
    - Daniel Zhou

Enterprise Applications
Ben O'Brien
- Cyrus Coffman
- Denny Crall
- Beth Koppes
- Himanshu Tyagi
- Eli Paulisen (s)

Enterprise Student Systems
Bill Evanson

Enterprise Financials
Jason Heath

Enterprise Data (Oracle)
- Eric Hudson
- Jeff Barnes
- David Schau

Gopal Borde
Brendan Hanks
Amarnadh Oleti
Subhash Potula
Timothy Smith

Information Management Human Resources
(Dual Report CHRO)
- Mike Kaplan

Research Information Systems
(Dual Report OVPR)
José Jiménez

Enrollment Management
Adam Pyatt
- David Coughlin
- Robin Kellbach
- Diana Lynch
- Praveena Madhavaram
- Jay Paulsen
- Siddharth Sarath
- Ashani Vaidya

Student Records, Advising, and Orientation
Becky Tjelmeland
- Martin Hap
- Efe Lobato-Buendia
- Bob Manders
- Dave Martin
- Chris Petta
- Brian Smith
- Canan Tapia
- Pragati Tanwar

Degree Audit
Bill Evanson
- Derek Henscheid
- Bob Reardon

Billing
Danial Roach
- Scott Hendrickson
- Brian Kouba
- Nancy Plynale
- Zachary Miller

ICON
Ross Miller
- Ralph Nahra
- Rachel Schneberger
- Tejaswini Shirudkar
- Jack Stockley
- Samuel MottoS
- Meghan NahnybidaS

Notes:
- designates student employees
- designates embedded Data Analytics Mentorship participant
- SPARK Immersion